
Project  port fo l io report ing

t ime decreases from two

days to 2 minutes.

End of  quarter forecast ing

accuracy increases from

80% to 98%.

Brings s impl ic i ty wi th 1

system login for  mult ip le

system access.

CLIENT INCREASES
PROJECT PORTFOLIO
FORECASTING
ACCURACY

Efficient project and portfolio management was key to the

smooth operation of our oil & gas multinational client. Located

in Queensland, Australia, the refinery produced 100,000

barrels per day at its peak. By 2008-09, the organisation

recognised that the paper forms used to track project

workflows, costs and new ideas were not meeting its needs. 

The IT & S Manager worked with its project costing group to

digitise these processes. Their team captured the

requirements of the new system through conversations with

project managers and cost controllers, accountants, and

business development managers. After compiling a list of

requirements and evaluating the market for solutions, the

stakeholder team advised that no existing product effectively

met its needs. They elected to pause the project to determine

next steps.         

“Under our paper-based processes, forms may have sat

on someone’s desk for long periods, or have required

multiple signatures and document scans, delaying

approval processes. We wanted to implement electronic

approvals and consolidate and improve the visibility of

project portfolios” 

IT and S Manager at Oil & Gas Multinational.   
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Key Takeaways
The Challenge



As the IT & S Manager weighed

up options, technology experts

from Denver – their Strategic IT

and S Delivery Partner – pitched

their ability to build a system

from scratch.  Armed with the

new proposal, the manager

secured support from the project

sponsor, and Denver began work.

“Before it became trendy to work

in an Agile way, Denver used the

methodology to pull together a

minimum viable product with

strong involvement from the

business,” says the IT & S

Manager.

Eliminate slow, manual,paper-based processes.

Improve project portfolio forecasting accuracy.

Provide a one-stop shop for project managers and owners to obtain portfolio information.

Implement efficient project portfolio management that could scale across other global refining

locations to deliver the following business benefits: 

The Objectives

The Approach

“Because Nostra PPM met the needs of project managers,

and the project managers provided all the information we needed,

our site could gain an accurate, comprehensive view of its overall

portfolio – including the costs and performance against schedule

of each project.” 

says the IT & S Manager.

 “This version focused on capturing and incorporating ideas, and we continually added

features such as connections to our SAP ERP system.” 

Access to real-time financials from SAP enabled the client to achieve consistency in

understanding costs and simplify forecasting. Other enhancements included the addition of

action logs and data around risks and issues that enabled project managers to implement

milestone schedules for standard reporting. “We had a standard way of capturing ideas and of

flagging and resolving delays to approval processes,” says the IT & S Manager. 

The software – called ‘Nostra PPM’ – also enabled the client to create management reports by

exception to illustrate how project managers were performing in delivering forecasts.
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While the Refinery continued

with a decommissioning

program initiated in 2015, it

became a project management

centre of excellence for the

multinational oil & gas client in

Australia. “Nostra PPM played

a key role in the refinery

securing the credibility and

resources to manage its

project portfolios, and the

team there is still using Nostra

PPM to run projects for us,”

says the IT & S Manager.

This IT & S Manager is a real advocate of Denver’s performance in developing and delivering

Nostra PPM at the refinery and internationally. “Denver was professional about taking care of

the technology component of the project, but the real value came from their in-depth knowledge

of business processes, of working in our multinational company and of project delivery in our

refineries,” he says.

Project and Program Performance Delivered 

The project and portfolio performance Nostra PPM were delivering to the client soon secured

international attention from senior stakeholders. “Our team was presenting to its counterparts in

Europe and began fielding questions about what software we were using to manage costs and

portfolios, and we told them about Nostra PPM,” says the IT & S Manager.“The team at our

other refinery in Germany asked to use the tool, so Denver undertook some work to make it

available in multiple languages. With support from an engaged sponsor, Denver then completed

the deployment, followed by implementations at several other sites.”

A Governance group was established to manage the product globally. This allowed the clients

Project Practitioners to come together and share ideas for new development of Nostra PPM.

Each year, a Call for Requirements was held and each year a new version of the tool was

produced (now approaching v10).

The client’s Central Refining Technology Group then picked up Nostra PPM as a portfolio

management tool, making it easier for their petrochemical and refining sites to deploy it.

Nostra PPM goes international

Nostra PPM quickly established a positive reputation, with the client and Denver now

undertaking two releases of the solution per year. 
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Identify earlier if a project is tracking late or experiencing issues; 

 ‘Level out’ portfolios – e.g. accelerate projects or bring projects forward from the following

year if they are under budget.

The performance and reputation of Nostra PPM means our clients sites have always pulled the

software into their operations rather than had it pushed onto them. “Those locations that have

taken it on have dived into it and loved it – the software provides a one-stop shop with

everything a project and portfolio manager needs,” says the IT & S Manager. “They no longer

need separate logins to systems such as SAP or Maximo to obtain required details.

 

“With project managers taking greater responsibility for costs and our greater ability to

understand the status of projects and portfolios, combined with management by exception, our

portfolio project management has improved tremendously.” A clear benefit was end-of-quarter

forecasting accuracy improving from 80% to 98%, with project managers able to:

and

“The Denver team was very well equipped from being embedded our refinery to

take Nostra PPM global and was prepared to challenge the business to

improve its processes and achieve beneficial outcomes.”

Up to six of our client’s 8 refineries globally now use Nostra PPM to manage projects worth

from $10,000 to $1.0 billion, with a governance model put together by the client and Denver

ensuring consistency across new requirements and changes.

Outcomes

“The more successful a project manager is at managing a

portfolio in a given year, the more likely they are to receive

additional funding the following year,” explains the IT & S

Manager. “This also helps the organisation make the most of the

project managers and resources available on-site.”
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In addition, some locations have achieved specific benefits – for

example, project managers at the refinery in Gelsenkirchen,

Germany, a complex, distributed location – used to spend many

days compiling portfolio information together before travelling for

face-to-face meetings. With Nostra PPM, they could identify this

information in two minutes just by clicking a button and

collaborating over phone calls or video-conferences rather than

travelling for face to face meetings.The site estimates deployment

of the new system has saved four hours per week per project

manager, in reporting and travel time across 30 project managers,

while significantly improving portfolio consistency and visibility.

Maximising business value by optimising project funding

prioritisation processes.

Reducing cost and delivery risk through greater predictability of

project disruptions.

Increasing productivity through digitising approvals and making

project tasks more efficient.

Nostra PPM is a seamlessly integrated Project Portfolio

Management solution that simplifies the operational performance

requirements for project & portfolio management practitioners and

executives of capital-intensive industries. Initially designed in

partnership with BP’s own project management professionals,

Nostra PPM is now available to help optimise all elements of a

project or portfolio, from ideas to implementation, in an integrated,

trusted project portfolio view. “Whether a project is worth $10,000 or

$1 billion, Nostra PPM will help bring control and centralise data

from other software programs, while helping optimise capital

investment,” says Paul Northcote, Director of Strategic Consulting

for Denver. Its benefits include:

“Nostra PPM is relevant to anyone that spends capital or

needs capital approved – it aggregates all silos of project

data used by practitioners and brings it into one place where

it can be harnessed for greater performance. Every bit of

capital is approved, forecasted, and completed in the one

system from cradle to grave, and is built on as we go.”   

Pete Harman, Lead Developer, Denver

About Nostra PPM
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